Nutritious high quality rice protein: Remypro.
The protein trend has reached an internationally established position. Over the last five years, the global number of
new products with protein claims has almost tripled. Also the plant-based protein segment is booming: consumption
across the globe has grown exponentially in the last decade. A growth especially triggered by the sports nutrition
segment where consumers positively link protein with improved sports performance. Healthy living and weight
management are additional trends that boost the market. Consumers are increasingly aiming for a responsible lifestyle
with a focus on health and wellness, including “natural”, “free from” and “sustainable” products.

The industry challenge:
This exponentially growing consumption of protein has urged the food industry to look for sustainable sources of highly
nutritious protein with low allergenic potential. A solution can be found with rice protein being: all natural, gluten-free,
non-GMO, hypo-allergenic. In addition, this plant-based protein has an excellent amino acid profile as well as a good
protein digestibility.

Plant-based protein with an excellent nutritional profile.
Remypro is a rice protein concentrate with a higher biological value than most other plant nutrient sources. It is a good
protein source for mainstream, as well as gluten-free products, with successful application possibilities mainly in bars,
baked goods, cereals and nutrition mixes.
The essential amino acid profile of Remypro is an exceptionally good fit to the 2007 FAO/WHO reference protein for adults.
Together with its high protein digestibility value of ±96% (AOAC method 991.29) a Protein Digestibility Corrected Amino
Acid Score of 1.0 is easily reached just by enriching with lysine. In addition, as a result of its outstanding high content
of sulphur-containing amino acids, blends of Remypro and legume protein, like pea, can give a complete protein with a
biological value equal to animal based protein.

High protein bars with improved shelf life.
Remypro can be easily incorporated at high levels in protein and energy bars without a significant
reduction in shelf life. Where certain protein types, like whey, tend to trigger an excessive hardening

High protein bar
ingredients
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of the bar during storage, rice protein does not (Fig.1). Using Remypro in your recipe will ensure the

Remypro N80+

32.10

Glucose syrup
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Sugar
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Fructose
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pleasantly soft eating characteristic of the bar is well preserved during its entire shelf life.

Evolution of bar hardness (g) during storage

Fig.1: Soft bars with Remypro, even at 8 months.
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High protein cereals with a crispy, light texture.
Recipe trials have proven Remypro to be an ideal plant-based protein source for the creation of
very crispy high protein extruded cereals with a hypo-allergenic quality. Thanks to our rice protein,

High protein cereals
ingredients
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manufacturers can include significant levels of protein in their cereals with a very limited influence on
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Corn flour
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20.00

Sugar
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the product’s original expansion rate - an advantage not possible with other protein sources (Fig. 2).
On top, addition of Remypro considerably improves crispness and bowl life.
The calorie share of the protein in the provided recipe exceeds 20% allowing a “high protein” claim in
Europe. Opportunities for protein enrichment can be found in breakfast cereals, bar inclusions, chips, etc.

Salt

1.00

Fig. 2 High protein cereal crisps enriched with different protein sources.
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BENEO-Technology Center has developed a variation of plant-based, protein-enriched reformulations in a
multitude of baked goods and cereal applications. Our experts are keen to share their insights upon request.
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